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Details of Visit:

Author: Cowboy P
Location 2: Russell Square
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 7 Sep 2011 2pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hr
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Asian Escorts London, Asianselection Oriental
Website: https://www.asianselection.com/#asian
Phone: 07770457700

The Premises:

Amber (aka Chantel on other sites) lives in a discreet flat in a very nice block not far from Russell
Square tube station. The flat is compact but clean and tidy. 

The Lady:

Wow! Amber isn't quite as tall as I'd imagined, and her figure might not be quite as trim around the
tummy as it once was, but she's an absolute stunner. Beautiful big eyes and cheeky mouth, and she
possesses the most amazing pair of full natural breasts on her tiny frame. Jaw dropping!

The Story:

A very straightforward punt this one, you get no nonsense from Amber - she's not one of those
scatty Thai escorts who sometimes blow hot and cold (on a good day they're mind-blowing but on a
bad day...), she's totally customer focussed on the job in hand.

Drink and shower taken care of it was straight down to business. Busting out of her black lingerie
set (which didn't stay on for long), we began with some light kissing before Amber headed south for
some smooth oral and ball licking. On with the cover for some prolonged cowgirl action and that
was Round 1 for me.

She attempted a bit of massage (warning me she's not skilled in that area) as we rested and we
actually chatted quite a bit - I get the impression that Amber likes to build a rapport with a customer
rather than just having a rushed f*ck. More kissing led to some DATY action which she seemed to
appreciate, and then she took over with some skilled hand relief to finish.

I enjoyed my time with Amber very much, she has a very sweet manner about her and offers a
rewarding GFE (although I believe A levels are available - I didn't partake on this occasion). I would
like to return for a longer session with Amber when circumstances allow.
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